
⃝ Do you have a good profile picture? 

⃝ Does your description include keywords? 

⃝ Does your description clearly depict what your website is about? 

⃝ Have you specified your location? 

⃝ Have you included your website? 

⃝ Have you verified your website on Pinterest? 

⃝ Have you converted your personal account into a business account? 

⃝ Have you activated rich pins? 

⃝ Are your other social media profiles connected to Pinterest? 

⃝ Are the boards on top designated for your core area? 

⃝ Do your board names use keywords? 

⃝ Do your board covers depict what each board about? 

⃝ Do your board covers appeal to your audience? 

⃝ Are your boards organized and easy to navigate through? 

⃝ Do your boards have descriptions? 

⃝ Have you used keywords in the board descriptions? 

⃝ Have you chosen appropriate board categories? 
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⃝ Are you using vertical images with aspect ratio between 2:3 and 4:5? 

⃝ Are you using text overlays on the images? 

⃝ Do your images have warm colors? 

⃝ Do the people on your images express appropriate emotions? 

⃝ Do the image file names include the keywords? 

⃝ Do the images on your website have the 'title' tag and 'alt' tag with the keywords? 

⃝ Do your images have your business name, website or logo on them? 

⃝ Are you pinning content that caters to your audience? 

⃝ Do your pins have descriptions spanning 200-300 characters? 

⃝ Do the pin descriptions include the keywords? 

⃝ Are you adding CTAs (Call to Action) in the description whenever possible? 

⃝ Do you use hashtags in the descriptions for better visibility? 

⃝ Do the article titles on your website have the keywords? 

⃝ Do you follow a pinning schedule? 

⃝ Do you rotate your evergreen content so it gets more visibility? 

⃝ Do you check the authenticity of each pin's source before repinning it? 

⃝ Are you tagging other relevant pinners in your descriptions? 

⃝ Are you checking if the image (& the content it links to) is good before you repin it? 

⃝ Do you pin personal things to show your personality? 
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⃝ Do you like, comment and repin other people's pins? 

⃝ Do you reply back to those who leave a comment on your pins? 

⃝ Do you occasionally thank someone who has repinned your content? 

⃝ Do you use Pinterest messages to connect with other pinners? 

⃝ Have you joined group boards related to your niche? 

⃝ Do you pin your content to the group boards? 

⃝ Do you have a pinning schedule to rotate your content on the group boards? 

⃝ Do your pins follow the guidelines specified in the group boards? 

⃝ Are you checking your Pinterest analytics? 

⃝ Have you discovered which type of content gets more repins and clickthroughs? 

⃝ Are you tracking your website traffic from Pinterest using Google Analytics? 

⃝ Does your website have a 'Pin It' button for easy pinning? 

⃝ Are you encouraging website visitors to pin and share your content? 

⃝ Are you cross promoting your Pinterest boards on other social media networks? 
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